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Practical information sheet
Stay
Invited speakers will stay in the “Casa San Bernardo” hotel, where the workshop will be held.
Lunch
Both Friday and Saturday lunch will take place at the “Casa San Bernardo” restaurant. Attendees to
the workshop are welcome to have lunch with us – the cost of the lunch is 20€ per person (not for
invited speakers).
Venue
From Fiumicino – Leonardo Da Vinci airport the simplest and quickest way to go to “Casa San
Bernardo” is by taxi. The ride takes about 20 minutes.
Taxi rides from the airport to the city centre cost a flat fixed fare (40€) which includes also the cost
for luggage and applies to rides with at most 4 passengers aboard. Beware of other car / shuttle
services which could apply different (higher) fares – be careful to board on a taxi of the “Comune di
Roma”: these are white, show a license number both in the car and outside, next to the rear
numberplate, and you should read “Comune di Roma” somewhere on / in the car.
Since the “Casa San Bernardo” is not in the very city centre it could be applied the standard running
fare whose cost will be shown on the taximeter in the car: it should normally be less than the flat
rate since “Casa San Bernardo” is on the way to the airport (though you may have to pay 1€
luggage supplement for large bags and for additional bags after the first one per person).
Should you prefer to get into Rome by train, you may choose between a no-stop train to the Roma
Termini train station in the city centre (Leonardo-Express, every 31 minutes, the ticket costs 14€)
and a regular “many-stops” train (FR1, every 15 minutes – 30 minutes on holidays – which costs
8€). In this last case, you should get off the train at the Ostiense station and there commute on the
subway line B, direction Laurentina terminus.
From train station Roma Termini you should take the subway line B (blue) in the direction of
Laurentina and get off at the terminus Laurentina (subway and bus tickets cost 1€).
From metro B Laurentina station you have almost arrived but yet about 1 km away from “Casa
San Bernardo”. Here you can either:
 walk 1 km (see the map below)
 or get on a taxi at the taxi parking just in front of the Laurentina station
 or get on the bus 761 (every 12 minutes) in direction L.go Beato Placido Riccardi for just
three stops (the subway ticket will be still valid).

The trip originates in the bottom part of the map (Nodo Laurentina) and goes upwards over the map
– though the street actually goes downwards.
The dotted part of the marked route is to be walked; the red line is the ride on the bus 761 (3 stops).

